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In 2003, a new electrical breakdown mechanism involving the production of runaway avalanches by

positive feedback from runaway positrons and energetic photons was introduced. This mechanism,

which shall be referred to as “relativistic feedback,” allows runaway discharges in gases to become

self-sustaining, dramatically increasing the flux of runaway electrons, the accompanying

high-energy radiation, and resulting ionization. Using detailed Monte Carlo calculations, properties

of relativistic feedback are investigated. It is found that once relativistic feedback fully commences,

electrical breakdown will occur and the ambient electric field, extending over cubic kilometers, will

be discharged in as little as 2�10−5 s. Furthermore, it is found that the flux of energetic electrons

and x rays generated by this mechanism can exceed the flux generated by the standard relativistic

runaway electron model by a factor of 1013, making relativistic feedback a good candidate for

explaining terrestrial gamma-ray flashes and other high-energy phenomena observed in the Earth’s

atmosphere. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2709652�

I. INTRODUCTION

Runaway electrons are ubiquitous in plasmas and gas-

eous media in which electric fields are present, occurring in

conditions ranging from hot plasmas inside tokamaks
1–8

to

thunderstorms in the upper and middle atmospheres, to light-

ning discharges at sea level.
9

Runaway electrons are pro-

duced when the electric force exceeds the effective drag

force in the medium, caused predominantly by energy losses

from ionization, bremsstrahlung emission, and �for toka-

maks� synchrotron emission.
10–12

These electrons can gain

large energies from the electric field, reaching many tens of

MeV �Refs. 13–15�. When runaway electrons collide with

gas atoms or plasma ions, they emit bremsstrahlung radiation

in the form of x rays with energies extending up into the

multi-MeV range. Such x rays are frequently observed dur-

ing tokamak disruptions
16,17

and have recently been observed

from natural and rocket-triggered lightning near the

ground
18–22

from thunderstorms,
23–25

from laboratory sparks

in air,
26

and in outer space in the form of terrestrial gamma-

ray flashes �TGFs�.27–29
In fully ionized laboratory plasmas,

the observed high-energy x rays certainly come from run-

away electrons, and to date, the only viable explanation for

such x-ray/gamma-ray emission in air is from runaway elec-

trons. However, up until recently, the large fluxes of x rays

and gamma rays observed in the atmosphere have been dif-

ficult to explain using existing models of runaway electron

production, and indeed the source mechanism�s� are still un-

der active debate.
13

Over the past decade, in light of the x-ray observations,

runaway electrons have gained great popularity for explain-

ing thunderstorm and lightning processes, especially the ini-

tiation of lightning.
30

How lightning is initiated in the rela-

tively weak electric fields measured inside thunderstorms has

remained one of the great mysteries in the atmospheric

sciences.
31,32

A model introduced by Gurevich et al. in 1992,

commonly referred to as the “relativistic runaway electron

avalanche �RREA� model,”
33

has received much attention in

recent years. In this model, an avalanche of relativistic run-

away electrons is generated via hard elastic scattering of run-

away electrons with atomic electrons in the gas. The thresh-

old electric field for the production of runaway avalanches

by this mechanism has been found to be Eth=284 kV/m for

air at sea level,
34

a value comparable to electric field

strengths commonly measured inside thunderstorms. Unfor-

tunately, this mechanism has not yet been able to demon-

strate how a large-scale, diffuse discharge can lead to the

creation of a hot leader �plasma� channel and lightning.
35

Furthermore, in order to produce large enough fluxes of run-

away electrons to create a partially ionized plasma that can

significantly affect the electrical properties of the environ-

ment, very large avalanche regions must be presupposed,

with exceedingly large potential differences.

These difficulties, to a great extent, were overcome by

the introduction of a new gas breakdown mechanism by

Dwyer
34

involving positive feedback effects from positrons

and energetic photons.
36

In this mechanism, avalanches of

runaway electrons emit bremsstrahlung x rays that may ei-

ther Compton backscatter or pair produce in the gas medium.

If the backscattered photons propagate to the start of the

avalanche region and produce another runaway electron, ei-

ther via Compton scattering or photoelectric absorption, then

a secondary avalanche is created. Alternatively, the positrons

created by pair production can sometimes turn around in the

ambient electric field and run away in the opposite direction

of the electrons. The positrons quickly become relativistic,

allowing them to travel for many hundreds of meters before

annihilating. If these positrons propagate to the start of the

avalanche region they can produce additional runaway elec-

trons via hard elastic scattering with atomic electrons in the

gas �i.e., Bhahba scattering�, thereby producing secondary

avalanches. These secondary avalanches can in turn emit

more x rays that Compton scatter or pair produce, resulting

in more feedback and more avalanches. This positive feed-

back effect allows the runaway discharge to become self-
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sustaining, no longer requiring an external source of ener-

getic seed electrons. As a result of this positive feedback, the

number of runaway electron avalanches increases exponen-

tially on a time scale measured in microseconds.

The two principal feedback mechanisms, which shall be

referred to as x-ray feedback �also called gamma-ray or pho-

ton feedback� and positron feedback, were originally de-

scribed by Dwyer,
34

who also used a Monte Carlo simulation

to calculate the electric field thresholds necessary for feed-

back to be important. In addition, second-order feedback ef-

fects can also occur such as feedback from bremsstrahlung x

rays emitted from the backward propagating positrons and

feedback from the 511-keV gamma rays emitted by the an-

nihilating positrons. These feedback mechanisms shall be re-

ferred to as positron bremsstrahlung feedback and positron

annihilation feedback, respectively. As will be discussed be-

low, these second-order effects generally occur at rates at or

below about 10% that of the positron and x-ray feedback. To

distinguish the feedback mechanisms described here, which

involve high-energy particles, from the low-energy feedback

mechanisms occurring in ordinary Townsend gas discharges,

in this paper, the four feedback mechanisms above shall

jointly be referred to as “relativistic feedback” �RF�.
As will be discussed below in Sec. IV, the effects of

relativistic feedback can increase the flux of runaway elec-

trons and the accompanying x-ray emission by factors of

trillions, resulting in a partially ionized plasma and a large

increase in the conductivity that ultimately collapses the am-

bient electric field under conditions for which an ordinary

runaway discharge has a completely negligible effect. In-

deed, Dwyer
34

showed that this mechanism establishes an

upper limit on the large-scale static electric field that is

achievable in air, even in principle. If this limit is exceeded,

even by a small amount, then the flux of runaway electrons

increases exponentially to the point where the electric field is

quickly reduced below the limit.

In this paper, a detailed investigation of the relativistic

feedback mechanisms is presented for both air and the

hydrogen–helium atmospheres of the four Jovian planets, ex-

panding upon earlier work by Dwyer et al.
34,37,38

and Babich

et al.
36

It will be shown that relativistic feedback leads to a

new kind of electrical breakdown in gaseous media and,

therefore, is a new mechanism for generating plasmas in

such media. Unlike the RREA mechanism, which is often

and erroneously called “runaway breakdown,” this new type

of electrical breakdown produced by relativistic feedback is a

true breakdown under the standard use of the term.

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

A. Relativistic runaway electron avalanche overview

The basic mechanism for producing runaway electrons is

illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows the effective drag force due

to collisions of electrons with air as a function of the elec-

tron’s kinetic energy.
13

For kinetic energies K�Kth, the rate

of energy gain from the electric field, eE, exceeds the rate of

energy loss due to collisions, making it possible for electrons

to acquire large amounts of energy. For very large electric

fields, E�Ec, the high-energy tail of the bulk free electron

population can run away.
39,40

At lower electric fields, Eth

�E�Ec, the initial runaway electrons must be supplied by

external energetic “seed” particles. However, as the electrons

propagate they occasionally collide with air atoms producing

energetic “knock-on” electrons, which in turn can run away.

The result is an avalanche of relativistic electrons that in-

creases in size exponentially with distance. Note that the

effective drag force shown in Fig. 1 depends linearly on the

air density. Therefore, the electric field necessary for elec-

trons to run away also depends linearly on the density and so

is lower at high altitudes.
41

B. Monte Carlo overview

The Monte Carlo simulation of relativistic runaway elec-

tron avalanches used in this study is capable of modeling the

development and propagation of runaway electron ava-

lanches in any gaseous medium for both spatially and time-

varying electric and magnetic fields.
13,29,34,37,38,42

This simu-

lation includes, in an accurate form, all the important

interactions involving runaway electrons, positrons, x rays,

and gamma rays. These interactions include energy losses

through ionization and atomic excitation, and Møller

scattering.
43

The simulation fully models elastic scattering

using a shielded-Coulomb potential and includes bremsstrah-

lung production of x rays and gamma rays, and the subse-

quent propagation of the photons, including photoelectric ab-

sorption, Rayleigh scattering, Compton scattering, and pair

production. In addition, the simulation includes positron

propagation �and annihilation� and the generation of ener-

getic seed electrons via Bhabha scattering of positrons, and

via Compton scattering and photoelectric absorption of ener-

getic photons.

FIG. 1. The effective drag force experienced by a free electron moving

through air at STP as a function of kinetic energy �Ref. 13�. The solid curve

is due to inelastic scattering of the electron with air molecules, and the

dashed curve includes the effects of bremsstrahlung emission. The horizon-

tal line shows the electric force from a 500-kV/m electric field. Runaway

electrons occur for kinetic energies greater than the threshold energy, K

�Kth. Ec is the critical electric field strength for which low-energy thermal

electrons will run away, and Eth is the minimum field needed to produce

relativistic runaway electrons.
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C. Detailed physics used in the Monte Carlo

For electrons with kinetic energies above a few hundred

eV, ionization/atomic excitation energy losses per unit length

are well described by the Bethe equation,
43

fd =
2�NZre

2
mc2

�2

��ln�m2c4��2 − 1��� − 1�
I2 � − �1 +

2

�
−

1

�2�ln 2

+
1

�2
+

�� − 1�2

8�2
− ����� , �1�

where N is the number density of the gas atoms and Z is the

average atomic number of the gas atoms; re is the classical

electron radius, mc2 is the rest mass energy of an electron,

�=v /c and � is the Lorentz factor of the energetic electron,

I is the effective ionization potential �e.g., I=85.7 eV for

air�, and � is a correction due to the density effect. For air,

the density effect correction is very small below 30 MeV and

increases only slowly above that energy.

The energy loss rate described by Eq. �1� produces an

effective drag force acting on the particle, also called the

dynamical friction, with the magnitude given by Eq. �1� and

the direction opposite the particle’s velocity vector.

For a given electric field strength, the runaway threshold

kinetic energy, Kth, is evaluated by setting the magnitude of

the electric force equal to the effective drag force given by

Eq. �1� and solving numerically for �. Simulations have

shown that it is extremely unlikely for an electron emitted in

any direction to run away for energies at or below this value.

For varying electric fields, Kth is calculated locally for each

position and time.

Møller scattering �electron-electron elastic scattering� of

the runaway electrons with atomic �or free� electrons is fully

modeled by the Monte Carlo simulation for electron kinetic

energies above a specified threshold �usually Kth�. The

Møller scattering cross section is given by
43

d�Møller

dK
=

2�re
2
mc2

�2 � �� − 1�2m2c4

K2�mc2�� − 1� − K�2

−
�2�2 + 2� − 1�

K�mc2�� − 1� − K��2
+

1

m2c4�2� , �2�

where K is the kinetic energy of the scattered atomic elec-

tron.

Because the energy losses from Møller scattering are

directly modeled in the simulation, these losses should not

also be included in the ionization energy loss fd. This is

remedied by subtracting off the quantity

fMøller = NZ	
Kth

mc2��−1�/2
K

d�Møller

dK
dK

=
2�NZre

2
mc2

�2 �ln�mc2�� − 1�
2Kth

�
+ 1 −

Kth

�mc2�� − 1� − Kth�

− �1 +
2

�
−

1

�2�ln�2�mc2�� − 1� − Kth�
mc2�� − 1�

�
+

�� − 1�2

8�2
−

Kth
2

2m2c4�2� , �3�

from Eq. �1� when calculating the effective drag force.
41

The secondary electrons produced by Møller scattering

can themselves be energetic enough to run away and are

therefore added to the simulation. In this way, the number of

runaway electrons increases exponentially with distance for

electric field strengths above the runaway avalanche thresh-

old, Eth. In addition, similar ionization rate calculations are

done for positrons, but the Møller scattering equation is re-

placed with the Bhabha scattering equation
43

and the effec-

tive drag force equation is modified accordingly.

Unlike electrons, when describing the propagation of

positrons through a gas, positron annihilation must be in-

cluded. The total cross section for two-photon annihilation of

a positron with Lorentz factor, �, with a stationary electron,

is
43

�annih =
�re

2

� + 1
� ��2 + 4� + 1�

��2 − 1�
ln�� + 
�2 − 1�

−
� + 3


�2 − 1
� . �4�

Simulations show that many positrons are created with ki-

netic energies above 1 MeV. Even if created in a direction

opposite their runaway direction, these positrons can quickly

turn around and gain energy. As a result, many positrons

reach energies in which their path length through air before

annihilation is over 500 m at sea level, allowing a significant

fraction to traverse the entire avalanche region �in the oppo-

site direction of the electrons�. When the positrons do anni-

hilate, the two 511-keV gamma rays are then propagated by

the simulation and allowed to interact. These 511-keV

gamma rays can also produce energetic electrons that run

away via Compton scattering or by photoelectric absorption

after they Compton scatter down in energy.

As electrons and positrons propagate in a gaseous me-

dium they experience elastic scattering with the atomic nu-

clei as well as the atomic electrons. Elastic scattering with

the nuclei has an important impact upon the development of

the runaway avalanches, since it tends to scatter electrons off

the electric field lines, requiring a larger electric force to

counterbalance the effective drag force due to ionization. The

result is a higher electric field threshold and longer avalanche

lengths for runaway avalanche development than would oc-

cur if elastic scattering were not present.
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This elastic scattering is fully modeled using a shielded-

Coulomb scattering cross section, which takes into account

the charge distribution of both the nucleus and the atomic

electrons in an atom.
44

This is calculated by multiplying the

cross section for elastic scattering of the electron with the

bare, point-like nucleus with the square modulus of the

atomic form factor �i.e., the structure function�, F,

d�Coul

d	
= �F�q��2�d�Coul

d	
�

nucleus

, �5�

where

�d�Coul

d	
�

nucleus

=
1

4
� Zre

�2�
�2 �1 − �2 sin2�
/2��

sin4�
/2�
, �6�

and

F�q� = −
1

Ze
	 ��r�exp�− iq� · x�/ � �d3x� . �7�

Here, �q� �2=4p2 sin2�
 /2� is the momentum change of the

electron during the collision and � is the charge density for

both the nucleus and the atomic electrons. Using the

Thomas-Fermi model of the atom, the charge density is

found to be

��r� = Ze��3��x�� −
Ze

4�a2r
exp�− r/a� , �8�

with a=183.8Z−1/3, where  is the Compton wavelength.
45

This charge density produces the shielded-Coulomb poten-

tial,

V�r� =
Ze

4��or
exp�− r/a� . �9�

Plugging Eq. �8� into the integral in Eq. �7� gives the form

factor

F�q� =
q2

q2 + �2/a2
. �10�

The resulting shielded-Coulomb cross section for the elastic

scattering of electrons is

d�Coul

d	
=

1

4
� Zre

�2�
�2 �1 − �2 sin2�
/2��

�sin2�
/2� +
�2

4p2a2�2
. �11�

Note that Eq. �11� applies for both electrons and positrons. It

is relativistically correct and includes the effects of the par-

ticle’s spin.

As electrons and positrons propagate through the me-

dium they emit x rays via bremsstrahlung. While many ap-

proximate expressions exist for the bremsstrahlung cross sec-

tion, the bremsstrahlung process relevant to runaway

electrons and positrons involves a wide range of energies for

both the incident electrons �positrons� and the emitted x rays.

As a result, there is no single, simple formula that can accu-

rately describe the emission, since the range covers nonrela-

tivistic through ultrarelativistic energies with screening from

the atomic electrons being important in some cases and not

others. In order to calculate the bremsstrahlung cross section,

a relativistically correct form must be used that incorporates

the atomic form factor �Eq. �10��, similar to the calculation

for the shielded-Coulomb scattering calculation. �Note that

the best value to use for the constant a appearing in Eqs.

�8�–�10� can vary slightly for different scattering processes.

For bremsstrahlung, the value a=111Z−1/3 was chosen so

as to be consistent with earlier work.
46� The resulting brems-

strahlung cross section is

d�brem =
Z2re

2
p fdEkd	kd	p

4�2137Ekpo

m2c2

q4
�F�q��2� p f

2 sin2 
 f�4Eo
2 − q2c2�

�E f − p fc cos 
 f�
2

+
po

2 sin2 
o�4E f
2 − q2c2�

�Eo − poc cos 
o�2

−
2p fpo sin 
 f sin 
o cos ��4E fEo − q2c2�

�E f − p fc cos 
 f��Eo − poc cos 
o�
+

2Ek
2�p f

2 sin2 
 f + po
2 sin2 
o − 2p fpo sin 
 f sin 
o cos ��

�E f − p fc cos 
 f��Eo − poc cos 
o�
 , �12�

where
46

q2 = p f
2 + po

2 +
Ek

2

c2
− 2po

Ek

c
cos 
o + 2p f

Ek

c
cos 
 f

− 2p fpo�cos 
 f cos 
o + sin 
 f sin 
o cos �� .

In Eq. �12�, Ek is the energy of the emitted photon, po and p f

are the initial and final momenta of the electron, Eo and E f

are the initial and final total energies of the electron, 
o and


 f are the angles of the electron’s momentum vectors with

respect to the photon momentum vector k�, and � is the angle

between the planes �p�o ,k�� and �p� ,k��. The Monte Carlo evalu-

ates Eq. �12� numerically to emit bremsstrahlung photons

with the correct angular distribution and energy spectra.

Once photons are emitted via bremsstrahlung, the photon

propagation involves four principle interactions: photoelec-

tric absorption, Compton scattering, pair production, and

Rayleigh scattering. At high energies, Compton scattering is

well described by the famous Klein-Nishina formula.
43

At

intermediate energies, coherent scattering becomes important

and tabulated values are used. Tabulated values for the cross

sections for photoelectric absorption and pair production are
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also used.
47

Rayleigh scattering is calculated using the stan-

dard cross sections for this process.
48

In all cases, when sec-

ondary electrons or positrons are created from the basic in-

teractions described above, their emission angle is calculated

using the correct kinematics of the interaction and the new

electrons and positrons are then added to the simulation.

D. Monte Carlo applications

The general approach to simulating runaway avalanches

is to emit some number of energetic seed electrons, simulat-

ing, for example, knock-on electrons from atmospheric cos-

mic rays into the start �bottom� of a high electric field region

with E�Eth. The runaway avalanches are then allowed to

develop, and all particles, photons, electrons, and positrons

above some energy �usually Kth� are simulated. For a uni-

form field geometry, the number of particles is measured in

planes perpendicular to the field lines. With such a technique

the avalanche threshold in air, Eth, at a number density, n, has

been found to be �284 kV/m�� �n /no� for air, where no

=2.69�1025 m−3 is the number density of air molecules at

standard conditions.
34,42

The avalanche �e-folding� length is

well fit by the empirical relation,

� =
7300 kV

„E − �276 kV/m�n/no…
, �13�

valid over the range 300–2600 kV/m, where the electric

field, E, is measured in kV/m �Refs. 34 and 42�.

E. Runaway electron sampling

Unlike the case of air, in hydrogen-helium atmospheres

the runaway avalanches that produce significant amounts of

feedback are too large to make the simulation of every run-

away electron practical �see Fig. 14 below�. For this reason,

for the calculations for hydrogen-helium presented below,

only a sample of the runaway electrons is fully simulated,

and these electrons carry a weighting factor to represent the

actual number of runaway electrons. Because the runaway

electron energy distribution rapidly becomes self-similar, it is

not necessary to fully simulate every runaway electron in

order to capture the accurate physics of the avalanche. How-

ever, the feedback processes are relatively rare compared

with the number of runaway electrons and so it is important

to fully simulate the processes leading to feedback. This is

mainly accomplished by randomly removing the secondary

electrons created by Møller scattering with a probability, p.

The secondary electrons that are not removed are then given

a weighting factor of 1 / �1− p� times the weighting factor

that the parent electron �that created the secondary electrons�
already possessed.

In order to simulate the feedback processes, bremsstrah-

lung emission is fully modeled according to the weighting

factors of the electrons. For example, a runaway electron

carrying a weight of 100, i.e., it represents 100 electrons in

the simulation, is allowed to go through the bremsstrahlung

process 100 times. �The energy of the electron is only al-

lowed to change during the last process.� Any secondary

electrons or positrons resulting from the bremsstrahlung x

rays are then created with a starting weight of 1. For each

electric field value, simulations are typically done with ap-

proximately 10 000 electrons at a time, and simulations are

repeated, typically 10–200 times, until the required statistical

precision is obtained.

In order to study the role of positron and x-ray feedback

in runaway breakdown, the simulations for this work used a

uniform electric field, with magnitude greater than the run-

away threshold, directed down along the axis of a cylindrical

volume of length L and radius R, with R≫L unless other-

wise specified. Outside the volume, the field is zero, and all

particles continue to be propagated after they leave the vol-

ume until their energy is lost. Each simulation is initiated by

injecting high-energy seed electrons into the bottom of the

simulation volume, representing, for example, knock-on

electrons produced by cosmic rays. The avalanche is then

propagated until all the particles leave the volume and sub-

sequently lose their energy, or until they pass through the

midpoint of the simulation volume as �second generation or

higher� feedback electrons.

F. Measuring feedback

Relativistic feedback is recorded by keeping track of the

electrons and photons that pass through the plane midway

between the top and bottom of the avalanche region. The

initial runaway electrons and photons are labeled as first gen-

eration particles. Any secondary electrons, photons, or posi-

trons, regardless of the production mechanisms, carry the

same generation number as the runaway electrons that led to

the new particle’s production. Once an electron passes

through the midplane, moving in the direction opposite the

electric field vector, its generation number is increased by 1.

The feedback factor, �, is defined to be the ratio of the num-

ber of runaway electrons with generation number N+1, pass-

ing through the midplane, divided by the number of runaway

electrons with generation number N, passing through the

midplane. The feedback factor is analogous to the second

Townsend coefficient for low-energy discharges.
49

If � is the average time between successive generations

of electrons passing through the midplane, then the flux of

runaway electrons will increase exponentially with an

e-folding time of ��=� / ln��� �see Sec. IV for more details�.
For the results presented here, second generation electrons

�i.e., electrons produced by feedback� that enter the midplane

are removed from the simulation. Otherwise, due to the self-

sustaining nature of relativistic feedback, the simulation

would continue to run indefinitely. However, it has been veri-

fied that continuing the simulation out to higher generations

does not alter the results.

G. Jovian atmospheres

The observation of planetary lightning on the four Jovian

planets
50

led Dwyer et al.
38

to explore the properties of run-

away avalanches in the hydrogen-helium atmospheres of the

gas giants Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. They found

that by several measures runaway discharges are more effi-

cient in the Jovian atmospheres than in the terrestrial atmo-

sphere. For example, the Jovian runaway avalanche thresh-

old is about a factor of 8 below the terrestrial value and is
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about a factor of 10 below the conventional breakdown

threshold when effects of hydrometeors are included. How-

ever, in their paper, Dwyer et al.
38

did not address the effects

of the feedback mechanisms. In this paper, the properties of

the feedback mechanisms will be explored for the Jovian

atmospheres as well as for air, and the thresholds for feed-

back in the Jovian atmospheres will be presented for the first

time.

The Jovian atmospheres are primarily hydrogen and he-

lium with only trace amounts of other species. Dwyer et al.
38

showed that runaway avalanches are not sensitive to the ex-

act abundance of helium. Specifically, the helium abundance

made almost no difference for He/H2 mole fractions be-

tween 0% and 20%, a range that encompasses the abun-

dances in the four gas giants. In this paper, following Dwyer

et al.,
38

the solar helium abundance value of 13.6% shall be

used for all calculations.

Dwyer et al.
38

also investigated the effects that the am-

bient planetary magnetic fields have on runaway avalanches

in the gas giants. They found that under conditions likely to

be present for thunderstorms the magnetic fields have only a

minor effect on properties of the runaway avalanches. Only

for very low electric fields, near the runaway avalanche

threshold �Eth= �36.1 kV/m�� �n /no� for hydrogen-helium

where no=2.69�1025 m−3�, and only for the case of Jupiter,

do the effects of the planetary magnetic field become signifi-

cant. As shall be discussed below, the electric fields under

consideration here are high enough above this threshold

�e.g., E�60 kV/m at n=no� that the planetary magnetic

fields can be ignored for likely thunderstorm conditions.

However, for high altitude discharges, well above the typical

thunderstorm heights, the effects of the magnetic fields can

become important, so more detailed simulations should be

carried out for those circumstances.

Because lightning and, hence, runaway electrons likely

occur over a wide range of atmospheric pressures, and in

order to aid in the comparison with breakdown in Earth’s

atmosphere, all results are presented for gas molecular num-

ber densities equal to that of air at 1 atm under standard

conditions, i.e., no=2.69�1025 m−3. This density corre-

sponds to a pressure of 0.48 bar in Jupiter.
51

However, no

generality is lost here, since all quantities can then be calcu-

lated for other gas densities using a simple scaling law as

will be explained below.

Using detailed Monte Carlo simulations, Dwyer et al.
38

found that the runaway electrons avalanche �e-folding�
length for hydrogen-helium at �n=no� is well described by

the empirical formula, valid over the range

�40–2500 kV/m,

� =
6570 kV

�E + �2.91 � 10−4 m/kV�E2 − 32.9 kV/m�
, �14�

where the electric field strength, E, is in kV/m �Ref. 38�.
This expression can be compared with the empirical formula

for air given by Eq. �13�. For a given electric field, the ava-

lanche length for hydrogen-helium is considerable smaller

than for air, due mainly to the lower ionization energy loss

rate in hydrogen-helium.

III. FEEDBACK THRESHOLD AND THE MAXIMUM
ELECTRIC FIELD

A. Results for relativistic feedback

Figure 2 shows an example of runaway electron ava-

lanches for air produced by relativistic feedback. Only the

center avalanche was produced by an external �1-MeV� seed

energetic electron, e.g., produced by an atmospheric cosmic-

ray particle. All the other avalanches are the result of rela-

tivistic feedback. The electric field used for this simulation

was 750 kV/m over 150 m at standard temperature and pres-

sure �STP�, which is about 1 avalanche length longer than is

necessary for the runaway electrons to be self-sustaining ��
=1�. This corresponds to a total potential difference slightly

over 100 MV. The electric field used in Fig. 2 is at least

three times smaller than the conventional breakdown field

for clear air and was chosen because at this value the two

principal feedback mechanisms �x-ray and positron feed-

back� are of approximately equal importance, allowing both

to be illustrated in one figure. For clarity, only about 1 in

1000 runaway electrons in the simulation �black lines� are

actually plotted in Fig. 2. Otherwise, the figure would be too

dense with electrons to see individual trajectories. All the

positrons are plotted as blue lines. Figure 2 is plotted for

FIG. 2. �Color� Results of the Monte Carlo simulation showing runaway

avalanches for air with the electric field E=750 kV/m. The black trajecto-

ries are individual runaway electrons. The blue trajectories are positrons.

The central avalanche is due to the injection of a single, 1-MeV seed elec-

tron. All the other avalanches are produced by x-ray and positron feedback.

The top panel is for times, t�0.5 �s, the middle panel is for t�2 �s, and

the bottom panel is for t�10 �s. If the simulation was not artificially ter-

minated at 10 �s, the number of runaway electrons would continue to grow

indefinitely.
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three time periods: t�0.5 �s �top panel�, t�2 �s �middle

panel�, and t�10 �s �bottom panel�. This figure illustrates

the dramatic difference feedback makes over runaway ava-

lanches alone. If feedback did not occur then no additional

avalanches would be produced other than the one in the top

panel �unless additional seed electrons are introduced�. As

can be seen, the number of avalanches increases rapidly with

time, primarily due to x-ray and positron feedback.

Figure 3 shows the electric field, Emax, necessary to

make �=1 �i.e., the condition necessary for self-sustained

runaway electron production�, as a function of the length of

the electric field region, L, for hydrogen-helium and air. The

results for air were calculated with the latest version of the

Monte Carlo, but they are virtually the same as the results

first presented by Dwyer,
34

except that the range of values

plotted has been extended.

Because the electric fields, plotted in Fig. 3, scale lin-

early with the gas number density n, and the length L scales

inversely with n, the figure is made independent of number

density �and hence the altitude� by plotting E� �no /n� vs L

� �n /no�, where no=2.69�1025 m−3 is the number density

of air molecules at standard conditions. The results plotted in

Figs. 4, 5, 7, 8, and 14 below are also made independent of

the gas number density in this way.

It should be noted that the feedback mechanisms con-

tinue to work at higher electric field values �shorter dis-

tances� than plotted on the left-hand side of Fig. 3. However,

these higher values of E exceed the conventional breakdown

field, and so it is not clear whether or not such electric field

configuration would ever occur in reality. It is possible that

during fast transient events, such as lightning, relativistic

feedback may occur in this very high field regime. Indeed,

the time scale needed for feedback is on the order of a mi-

crosecond �see Fig. 8 below�, which is shorter than the time

needed for conventional streamers to cross the avalanche re-

gion. For example, conventional streamers will typically

only propagate a few meters per microsecond.
52

The relative contributions of the four feedback mecha-

nisms discussed in the introduction is shown in Fig. 4. As

FIG. 3. �Color� The maximum static electric field strength achievable in a

hydrogen-helium atmosphere �red� and air �black� vs the length of the elec-

tric field region. These lines satisfy the condition for the feedback factor

�=1. The horizontal dashed lines show the value of the runaway avalanche

threshold, Eth. The horizontal dotted lines show the conventional breakdown

thresholds. Above the solid curves, no electric field configuration can be

maintained, and therefore the electric field is unstable. Indeed, for configu-

rations in the upper right corner, the electric field is violently unstable.

Below the curves and above Eth, the field may eventually discharge depend-

ing upon the ambient cosmic-ray flux and the rate of electrification. Below

Eth, the electric field is stable when the conductivity of air is negligible.

FIG. 4. �Color� Relative contribution to the total feedback from x-ray, pos-

itron, positron bremsstrahlung, and positron annihilation feedback for air

with R≫L. The vertical dashed line shows the value of the runaway ava-

lanche threshold, Eth.

FIG. 5. The maximum static electric field strength achievable in air vs the

length of the electric field region for the cases R=L /2, R=2L, and R≫L.

These lines satisfy the condition for the feedback factor �=1. The dotted

line shows the conventional breakdown threshold and the dashed line shows

the runaway avalanche threshold.
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can be seen, at high electric field values x-ray feedback

dominates. A condition necessary for feedback to occur is

that the effective attenuation length �in the electric field di-

rection� of the mediators of feedback, such as the backscat-

tered x rays or the positrons, �a, be greater than the runaway

electron avalanche length, �. In this way, by increasing the

number of avalanche lengths and hence the number of run-

away electrons, the number of feedback electrons passing

through the midplane can be increased as well, relative to the

initial number of runaway electrons. For small electric fields,

the avalanche length exceeds the attenuation length of

Compton backscattered x rays. As a result, x-ray feedback

dies off for fields below about 750 kV/m. On the other hand,

the attenuation length due to annihilation of runaway posi-

trons is many hundreds of meters, which allows this mecha-

nism to work down to very low fields. On the other hand, at

higher field values the avalanche region is so short that the

chance of pair production is small compared with the x-ray

feedback probability.

For the Jovian atmospheres, positron feedback is sup-

pressed with respect to x-ray feedback because of the Z2

dependence of the pair-production cross section. As a result,

positron feedback does not become important until E

�100 kV/m and x-ray feedback dominates over most of the

field values plotted in Fig. 3.

In the simulation, x rays were allowed to Compton scat-

ter when outside the avalanche region, potentially returning

to the avalanche region to create more runaway electrons.

Similarly, positrons created by pair production outside the

avalanche region cannot run away, but the 511-keV gamma

rays produced by the annihilation can return to the avalanche

region. These annihilation photons typically have higher en-

ergies than the Compton backscattered photons of x-ray

feedback and so their attenuation length is longer. As a re-

sult, positron annihilation feedback, although usually smaller

than the two principal feedback mechanisms, continues to

operate at low field values. Finally, the runaway positrons

can on occasion generate bremsstrahlung x rays, which can

also produce feedback. This process, like positron annihila-

tion feedback, is smaller than the two principal feedback

mechanisms, although it becomes increasingly important at

low fields.

One of the most important parameters for determining

the feedback threshold is the lateral extent of the avalanche

region. This is especially true for x-ray feedback, which re-

sults from Compton backscattering. Reducing R compared to

L can significantly reduce the amount of x-ray feedback for

two reasons: First, a smaller lateral size of the avalanche

region means that the solid angle for the backscattered pho-

tons to remain in the avalanche region is reduced. Second,

for Compton scattering, the larger the backscattering angle,

the lower the energy of the scattered x ray. Since higher-

energy x rays have a greater probability of producing a sec-

ondary electron that will run away, the probability of produc-

ing a feedback runaway electron will be greater at larger

radial distances where the backscattered photon spectrum is

harder. As a result, in order to satisfy the condition �=1 for

R not large compared with L, the number of avalanche

lengths must be increased to increase the number of runaway

electrons and hence the number of x rays emitted and back-

scattered. The electric field, Emax, necessary to make �=1, is

plotted in Fig. 5 for three cases: R≫L ,R=2L, and R=L /2.

As before, the electric field is set to zero outside the ava-

lanche region. As can be seen in Fig. 5, for low field values,

which are probably the most relevant for thunderstorms, re-

ducing the lateral extent has only a small impact, since the

positrons tend to be generated near the initial avalanche. The

number of avalanche lengths required for �=1 for these three

cases will be presented in Sec. V.

The results in Fig. 3 can be presented in another way that

is independent of the gas density and so is more easily ap-

plied to other scenarios. This is presented in Fig. 6, which

shows the potential difference, U, at which �=1 �i.e., the

maximum possible voltage� versus the gas column depth in

the avalanche region. Both quantities are independent of the

gas density. As can be seen, the maximum voltages are quite

modest and are comparable to voltages inferred for terrestrial

thunderstorms. The energy of Jovian lightning bolts has been

estimated to be �1012 J, much larger than typical terrestrial

lightning bolts ��109 J� �Ref. 50�. This result shows that the

increased energy cannot be due to greater potential differ-

ences in the high field region �E�60 kV/m� and is more

likely to result from a larger lateral extent of the discharge

region or from an extended low field region.

B. A simple feedback model

To help understand how relativistic feedback works and

to help interpret the more detailed calculations of the Monte

Carlo simulations, consider the following simple model. For

a uniform electric field, the number of runaway electrons per

FIG. 6. �Color� The maximum electric potential difference achievable in a

hydrogen-helium atmosphere �red� and air �black� vs the gas column depth

of the avalanche region �moles/m2�. The dotted lines show the conventional

breakdown threshold and the dashed lines show the runaway avalanche

threshold.
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energetic seed electron �injected into the start of the ava-

lanche region at z=0� that pass through the midplane at z

=L /2 is NL/2=exp�L /2��, and the number at the end of the

avalanche region at z=L is NL=exp�L /��. Let Pfb be the

probability that a runaway electron will produce a second

generation seed electron near the start of the avalanche re-

gion. Then, Pfb exp�L /�� second generation seed electrons

will be created near z=0 and these will produce Nfb

= Pfb exp�L /��exp�L /2��= Pfb exp�3L /2�� feedback elec-

trons at the midplane due to the avalanche multiplication

between 0 and L /2. �Note in reality and in the Monte Carlo,

the next generation seed electrons will be produced through-

out the avalanche region and each seed electron will in turn

produce exp(�L /2−zo� /�) runaway electrons at the mid-

plane, where zo is the creation point of the seed electron.

However, for the simple model presented here, this compli-

cation will be ignored.� The feedback factor is then found to

be �=Nfb /NL/2= Pfb exp�L /��= PfbNL. In other words, � is

proportional to the avalanche multiplication factor times the

probability that a runaway electron will produce a second

generation seed electron. Put another way, in order for the

discharge to become self-sustaining �i.e., ��1�, we require

that Pfb�1/NL. Because the amount of avalanche multipli-

cation, NL, can be very large �e.g., NL�10 000�, Pfb may be

very small and still result in significant feedback.

The particular value of Pfb depends upon the electric

field strength and the length of the avalanche region. For

example, the probability of positrons, created in the forward

direction, turning around and running away in the backwards

direction towards the start of the avalanche region, depends

upon the electric field strength, as does the probability of

secondary electrons created by backscattered x rays running

away. The number of positrons and x rays propagating back

to the start of the avalanche region decreases with increasing

L due to annihilation of the positrons and attenuation of the x

rays, and so Pfb�exp�−L /�a�. Furthermore, Pfb also depends

upon the lateral size of the avalanche region as discussed

above. However, because NL is such a sensitive function of E

and L, depending exponentially on both, if Pfb is reduced by

changing a parameter such as R, then the condition �=1 can

usually be maintained if the amount of avalanche multiplica-

tion is increased, either by increasing E or L.

The above results were calculated for a uniform electric

field inside the avalanche region. On the other hand, in real-

ity, electric fields are rarely uniform. However, as long as the

electric field remains above the runaway avalanche thresh-

old, Eth, at least for air, small variations in the electric field

should not substantially change the numerical results above.

The reason for this is that the number of runaway electrons at

the end of the avalanche region depends only upon the total

potential difference across the avalanche region, U, and the

total gas column depth �i.e., moles/m2� in the avalanche re-

gion, Ln. This is shown in Eq. �15�, which is the number of

runaway electrons at z=L per energetic seed electron in-

jected into the start of the avalanche region at z=0,

NRE = exp�	
0

L
dz

�
�

= exp�	
0

L �E − �2.76 � 105 V/m�n/no�dz

7.2 � 106 V
�

= exp�U − �6180 Vm2/mole�Ln

7.2 � 106 V
� . �15�

Note that for a given U and Ln, NRE is independent of the

specifics of the electric field strength as long as E remains

above Eth. Therefore, the electric field can vary as a function

of position and as long as the average electric field equals the

uniform electric field magnitude, E, used in the simulation,

the number of runaway electrons will be the same. Because

the feedback factor, �, is most sensitive to NRE, � and hence

the Emax curve in Fig. 3 should not change substantially if the

electric field is allowed to vary slightly in magnitude as long

as the average electric field is the same.

On the other hand, if the variation of E is large, then Pfb,

defined above, could change substantially. Consequently, the

Emax��=1� curve in Fig. 3 will vary depending upon the

details of the electric field, and the exact value should be

calculated with Monte Carlo simulations specific for that

configuration. However, the basic principles of the four feed-

back mechanisms do not change when more complicated

electric field configurations are involved.

IV. TIME DEVELOPMENT OF RELATIVISTIC
FEEDBACK

A. Maximum runaway electron flux
and discharge times

To understand what happens once relativistic feedback

causes the discharge to become self-sustaining and to com-

pare with results of the standard RREA model, consider the

case where the electric field strength in air at STP is in-

creased until it obtains a value of Eo�Emax�L�, where L is

the length of the high field region and Emax�L� is the electric

field for which �=1. For a uniform field with large lateral

extent, R≫L, Emax�L� is given in Fig. 3. For simplicity let us

assume that the ambient field is small for t�0, with no run-

away electrons, and has a constant value of Eo for t�0. This

may be accomplished either by a fast charging mechanism or

during a nonuniform discharge in which the field is enhanced

locally due to the charge motion. For very rapid increases in

the electric field to occur inside thunderstorms, the latter sce-

nario is more plausible. Indeed, Dwyer
37

calculated how

such rapid enhancements can occur under normal thunder-

storm conditions.

Let So be the flux of energetic seed particles that run

away, e.g., the flux due to atmospheric cosmic-ray particles

and radioactive decays. Depending upon the altitude and the

geographic location,
53

So is in the range 100–10 000 m−2 s−1.

The value So�1000 m−2 s−1 will be used for the calculations

presented here. Under these conditions the effects of positive

feedback will cause the number of runaway electrons to

grow rapidly with an e-folding time �� defined above in Sec.
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II. If no feedback were occurring then the flux of runaway

electrons, according to the RREA model,
33

at the end of the

avalanche region, would be

FRREA = So exp���, where � = 	
0

L
dz

�
. �16�

In Eq. �16�, � is the number of e-folding lengths and is equal

to L /� for a uniform field.

When relativistic feedback is considered, then the run-

away electron flux at time t is the sum of all the feedback

generations up until that time,

FRF = �
n=0

t/�

Fn�t� , �17�

where Fn�t� stands for the flux of the �n+1�th runaway elec-

tron generation and is given by the recursion relation

Fn+1�t� = �	
0

t

D�t − t��Fn�t��dt�, �18�

where D�t− t�� is the transfer function that takes a particle

entering the midplane at time t� and gives the normalized

distribution of the next generation of particles entering the

midplane. An example of the distribution D�t− t�� for a field

E=350 kV/m� �n /no� is shown in Fig. 7. The average time

between successive generations of runaway electrons, �, as a

function of electric field strength is shown in Fig. 8.

In Eqs. �17� and �18�, F0=FRREA, given by Eq. �16�. For

simplicity, if we ignore the time dispersion and use the ap-

proximation D�t− t��=��t−�− t��, where � is the Dirac delta

function, then

Fn = �nSo exp���
�t − n�� , �19�

where 
 is the step function. Plugging this expression into

that for FRF gives

FRF = So exp����
n=0

t/�

�n. �20�

Using the following for the summation

�
n=0

t/�

�n = �
���t/��+1 − 1�

�� − 1�
, � � 1

�t/�� + 1, � = 1,

�21�

the runaway electron flux resulting from relativistic feedback

for the case t≫�, which is the regime of interest here, is then

FRF = �
So exp���exp�t/���/�� − 1� , � � 1

So�t/��exp��� , � = 1

S0 exp���/�1 − �� , � � 1,

�22�

where

�� � �/ln��� �23�

is the e-folding time to increase the flux of runaway electrons

due to feedback �assuming ��1�. Note that for ��1 and a

uniform electric field, Eq. �22� is proportional to

�t/� exp�L /��, which is the same as Eq. �2� in Dwyer.
34

Fur-

thermore, for the case �≪1, i.e., very little feedback, FRF

approaches the standard result for the RREA model given by

Eq. �16�.
It should be noted that relativistic feedback also operates

when ��1, as can be seen in Eq. �22�. In this case, the

discharge does not become self-sustaining. However, the ef-

fect of the feedback can dramatically increase the number of

runaway electrons produced per seed particle injected as �
approaches one.

FIG. 7. Time distribution of runaway electrons entering the midplane in the

avalanche region for E=350 kV/m� �n /no�. The left distribution is the ini-

tial runaway electron avalanche initiated at time t=0. The right distribution

is the arrival times of the next generation �from feedback� runaway

electrons.

FIG. 8. The average time between successive generations of electrons, �, as

a function of electric field strength. The vertical dashed line shows the value

of the runaway avalanche threshold, Eth.
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On the other hand, for ��1, the discharge becomes self-

sustaining and increases exponentially with time. Comparing

Eqs. �16� and �22� �for ��1�, the ratio of the runaway elec-

tron flux from relativistic feedback to that from the RREA

model is then

FRF

FRREA

�
exp�t/���
�� − 1�

. �24�

Equation �24� is also the ratio of x rays emitted by the two

mechanisms, since the x-ray emission is proportional to the

flux of runaway electrons.

To see how much larger the runaway electron �and

x-ray� flux from relativistic feedback can be compared with

the standard RREA model we must know how long the feed-

back continues. As an estimate, it will be assumed that the

feedback continues until the time is reached when the ambi-

ent electric field, E, collapses due to the large amount of

ionization generated by the runaway electrons.

In a one-dimensional, plane geometry, the change in the

electric field is given by

dE

dt
= −

e

�o

�ne�e + n−�− + n+�+�E , �25�

where ne is the number density of the free low-energy elec-

trons produced by ionization of the gas; n+ is the number of

positive ions and n− is the number of negative ions produced

when the electrons attach to oxygen and water molecules;

�e=9.4�10−2 m2 /V s, �+=1.4�10−4 m2 /V s, and �−=1.9

�10−4 m2 /V s are the corresponding mobilities of the

charged particles. In this simple calculation, the current pro-

duced directly by the runaway electrons is ignored, since it is

much smaller than from the drifting low-energy electrons

and the ions. The number densities are given by the follow-

ing equations:

dne

dt
= IeFRF −

ne

�a

, �26�

dn−

dt
=

ne

�a

, �27�

dn+

dt
= IeFRF, �28�

where Ie is the average ionization per unit length of runaway

electrons moving through the gas. For air at STP, Ie

�9000/m for the cases under consideration here. �a is the

attachment time of free low-energy electrons, principally, to

oxygen and water vapor. �a is a rather complicated function

of electric field strengths, gas density, and composition. For

air at STP, �a�10−8 s.

Using Eq. �22� ���1� for FRF, Eqs. �26�–�28� have the

solutions

ne =
�aIeFRF

�1 +
�a

��
� , �29�

n− =
��IeFRF

�1 +
�a

��
� , �30�

n+ = ��IeFRF. �31�

Substituting Eqs. �22� �for ��1� and �29�–�31� into Eq.

�25� and integrating gives the value of the electric field at the

end of the avalanche region

E = Eo exp�− ��t��, where

�32�

��t� =
Ie��eSo��

2 exp���exp�t/���
�� − 1��o

.

Here the quantity �� is the effective mobility and is given by

�� =
�e

�1 +
��

�a

� +
�−

�1 +
�a

��
� + �+. �33�

The discharge time, tdis, is defined as the time needed to

reduce the field at the end of the avalanche region by e−1.

This is found by solving ��tdis�=1 in Eq. �32� for tdis. The

result is

tdis = ��ln� �� − 1��o

Ie��eSo��
2 exp���

� . �34�

The condition ��t�=1 also gives the value of Eq. �24�,
the ratio of the runaway electron flux from relativistic feed-

back to that from the standard RREA model alone at time

tdis,

FRF

FRREA

=
�o

Ie��eSo��
2 exp���

. �35�

The evaluation of this equation is simplified slightly by

using the results from the simple model in Sec. III above.

The feedback rate for � avalanche lengths is approximately

equal to

� � exp„�� − �o��1 − �/�a�… , �36�

where �o is the number of avalanche lengths that occur when

�=1 for the same electric field strength, E. Here, � /�a is the

ratio of the runaway avalanche length to the effective attenu-

ation length of the mediators of the feedback �i.e., the run-

away positrons or the backward propagating energetic pho-

tons� and takes into account the change in Pfb due to the

extra propagation length experienced by the feedback media-

tors for different �. For feedback to occur ���a. Indeed, for

most cases �≪�a. As a result, Eq. �36� can be approximated

with ��exp��−�o�. Using this result, Eq. �23� then gives

���� / ��−�o�. Plugging this expression into Eq. �35� gives a

� dependence of the form ��−�o�2 / exp���, which has a maxi-

mum at ��−�o�=2.

In addition, if the length of the avalanche region is

changed, then the time, �, will change as well. For positron

feedback, ��L /Lo, where Lo is the length of the avalanche

region when �=1. For x-ray feedback, the dependence of �
on L is more complicated and depends upon the specific
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geometry of the avalanche region. However, as long as the

difference between L and Lo is not too large, � will only

change by a factor on the order of unity and so such differ-

ences will be ignored for the following calculations.

Figures 9 and 10 show Eqs. �34� and �35�, respectively,

for the case ��−�o�=2 at STP. As can be seen in Fig. 10,

relativistic feedback increases the flux over the RREA model

by several trillion in some cases. The peak flux, FRF, at STP

is also plotted in Fig. 11.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, tdis is extremely short, espe-

cially when compared to charging times scales �e.g., a few

tens of seconds� that are likely to occur in nature.
31

Indeed,

relativistic feedback can discharge the large-scale electric

field in some cases faster than lightning can discharge the

field.

The electrical current density generated by the discharge

at time tdis is

J =
�oE

��
. �37�

The maximum current density at STP is plotted in Fig. 12.

For the radius R=100 m, the minimum current necessary to

maintain the electric field at time tdis is almost 10 kA, which

would need to be applied across a minimum of �10 MV.

Such large currents can be supplied by lightning discharges

and may be possible under laboratory conditions, but only

briefly. Even if large enough external current could be sup-

plied momentarily to maintain the electric field, the dis-

charge current would continue to rise exponentially until it

would become impossible to supply enough current to pre-

vent the field collapse. For this reason, the Emax �and Umax�
curves presented above can be considered the upper limit on

the uniform, static electric field achievable in the air and in

hydrogen-helium.

In contrast, using Eq. �16� for the RREA model in the

above calculation gives the discharge time for the RREA

model alone,

tRREA = � 2�o

Ie��+ + �−�eSo exp���1/2

. �38�

For the same conditions used in Fig. 9, the time, tRREA, is

between about 1 and 10 sec, much longer than the discharge

FIG. 9. The discharge time for relativistic feedback at STP. This is the time

needed to reduce the electric field at the end of the avalanche region by 1/e.

The vertical dashed line shows the value of the runaway avalanche thresh-

old, Eth.

FIG. 10. The ratio of the maximum runaway electron �and x-ray� flux from

relativistic feedback to that from the standard RREA model vs electric field

strength at STP, assuming that relativistic feedback ceases at time tdis. The

vertical dashed line shows the value of the runaway avalanche threshold,

Eth.

FIG. 11. The maximum runaway electron flux from relativistic feedback vs

electric field strength at STP, assuming that relativistic feedback ceases at

time tdis. Since the mean free path for emitting bremsstrahlung is on the

order of 100 m, which is comparable to the avalanche length, this flux

should be approximately equal to the x-ray flux as well. The vertical dashed

line shows the value of the runaway avalanche threshold, Eth.
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time for relativistic feedback. Furthermore, the discharge

time for the RREA model is comparable to charging times

for thunderstorms, so, unlike relativistic feedback, the RREA

model alone will not guarantee that the field will collapse.

Therefore, the runaway avalanche threshold field, Eth

=36.1 kV/m� �n /no� for hydrogen-helium and Eth

=284 kV/m� �n /no� for air, does not place a limit on the

static electric field, since the ionization rate produced by the

runaway avalanches alone is not necessarily sufficient to dis-

charge the field under conditions of active electrification. In-

deed, electric fields are often measured in terrestrial thunder-

storms to be well above this value.
54

This argument

especially holds true for Jovian thunderstorms, which are

much deeper in the planetary atmospheres, and so the injec-

tion rate of energetic seed particles by cosmic ray is substan-

tially reduced.
55

Integrating Eq. �22� �for ��1� gives the fluence �num-

ber per unit area� of runaway electrons generated by relativ-

istic feedback at time tdis,

NRD = FRD�� =
�o

Ie��e��
. �39�

Equation �39� is plotted in Fig. 13 for the case ��−�o�=2 at

STP. The total number of runaway electrons generated by

relativistic feedback throughout the avalanche region is ob-

tained by multiplying Eq. �39� by the area of the avalanche

region. Since this area may potentially be measured in square

kilometers inside thunderstorms, the total number of run-

away electrons generated may be enormous.

B. Nonuniform discharges

In the above calculations it was assumed that relativistic

feedback is terminated once the electric field at the end of the

avalanche region is reduced. For a uniform avalanche region

with no lateral variation this will be the case. However, in a

realistic discharge, the electric field will not be exactly uni-

form. As a result, the discharge from both the RREA model

and the relativistic feedback mechanism will be largest in

some region, which will be discharged first. Dwyer
37

showed

that under such conditions the electric field in the remaining

avalanche region—in front of the discharged region—will be

locally enhanced resulting in more runaway avalanches and

allowing the feedback to continue. This can be understood by

considering Fig. 6, which shows the potential difference nec-

essary for a self-substantiated discharge ��=1� versus the gas

column depth of the avalanche region. Consider a localized

discharge at the end of the avalanche region due to the large

number of runaway electrons generated. If the initial column

depth of the avalanche region is Ln, then the remaining ava-

lanche region �with E�Eth� after the discharge of the field at

the end will have a column depth, Ln�, with a total potential

difference of U�. Depending on how completely the electric

field at the end of the avalanche region is discharged, it is

entirely possible for the point �Ln� ,U�� to be above the Umax

curve in Fig. 6 with a larger feedback factor, �, than before

the discharge. As the discharge due to relativistic feedback

continues, the potential difference remaining in the ava-

lanche region will follow a trajectory in the U versus column

depth plot, starting from the upper right corner and progress-

ing to the left in Fig. 6. If the discharge was perfect and

completely reduced the electric field to zero then the trajec-

tory would be a horizontal line. For a realistic discharge the

potential difference will decrease from right to left. However,

it is possible for the potential difference of the avalanche

region to stay above the Umax curve given in Fig. 6 through-

out the entire discharge. This would allow the flux FRF to

continue to increase, producing even more runaway electrons

and larger discharge currents. As a result, the number of

FIG. 12. Maximum electric current density generated by relativistic feed-

back vs electric field strength at STP for an avalanche region with R�L,

assuming that relativistic feedback ceases at time tdis. The vertical dashed

line shows the value of the runaway avalanche threshold, Eth.

FIG. 13. Fluence of runaway electrons generated by relativistic feedback vs

electric field strength at STP, assuming that relativistic feedback ceases at

time tdis. This fluence should be approximately equal to the x-ray fluence as

well. The vertical dashed line shows the value of the runaway avalanche

threshold, Eth.
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runaway electrons produced by relativistic feedback and the

increase over the RREA model may be even larger than es-

timated by Eqs. �35� and �39�.
Finally, Dwyer

37
used a combination of Monte Carlo

simulations and runaway electron transport equations to

model such a discharge and found that in the manner de-

scribed above, an ordinary RREA discharge can result in the

�=1 curve being crossed and the discharge to become self-

sustaining as presented in this section. Furthermore, Dwyer
37

showed that this localized enhancement in the electric field

may become large enough to initiate lightning.

C. The effects of the self-generated magnetic field

Using Ampere’s law and Eqs. �22� �for ��1� and

�29�–�31� above, the azimuthal magnetic field at radius r

generated by the runaway electrons and the drifting low-

energy electrons and ions is found to be approximately

B =
�o��Ie��eSo exp���exp�t/���Er

2�� − 1�
, �40�

where the contribution of the runaway electrons to the cur-

rent is ignored. This approximation is justified since the cur-

rent from the runaway electron motion is small compared to

that from the drifting electrons and ions. Plugging Eq. �34� in

Eq. �40� gives the maximum magnetic field produced by

relativistic feedback,

Bmax =
RE

2��c2
�

RE

�c2
, �41�

occurring at r=R, the lateral radius of the avalanche region.

The Lorentz force on the runaway electrons can be ig-

nored when cB≪E. This condition holds throughout the

relativistic feedback discharge as long as R≪�c. Multiply-

ing the curve in Fig. 8 by the speed of light shows that this

condition is generally met and that �c ranges from about

4000 m down to about 300 m as the electric field goes from

the lowest to the highest values. Because the length of the

avalanche region also decreases rapidly with E, the condition

that R≫L used in the earlier calculations remains valid.

However, even if R≫L were violated this does not mean

that relativistic feedback no longer applies. It simply means

that the �=1 curve would need to be recalculated for that

specific geometry. In summary, the magnetic field generated

by the relativistic feedback, while substantial, does not

change the results derived in this paper.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Fluence of runaway electrons

The limit on the electric field set by relativistic feedback

�e.g., as plotted in Fig. 5� has a profound implication for the

electrical properties of thunderstorms and runaway avalanche

development. Figures 3 and 5, along with the avalanche

length, �, can be used to calculate the maximum possible

runaway electron avalanche multiplication, exp���. This is

plotted in Fig. 14. As can be seen, under no conditions does

exp��� exceed 105 for air, and in this extreme case, the size

of the avalanche region is so large that it may no longer be

applicable to thunderstorms �recall distances scale inversely

with density so at thunderstorm altitudes, the lengths plotted

in Fig. 5 are several times longer�.
Runaway avalanches have a long history of being used

by theoreticians to explain a variety of phenomena in the

atmospheric sciences, including sprites, narrow bipolar radio

pulses, lightning initiation, and terrestrial gamma-ray flashes.

In the past, all of these applications of the RREA model

required very large avalanche multiplication. As a result, Fig.

14 places a severe constraint on such models. For example,

for lightning initiation models that use extensive cosmic-ray

air showers in conjunction with the RREA model,
56

this limit

on the avalanche multiplication along with the lateral diffu-

sion of the runaway avalanches prevents even large air show-

ers from having a significant effect on the electrical environ-

ment of the thundercloud.
37

A similar problem occurs for

narrow bipolar pulses �NBPs�.57
For models involving the

simultaneous action of extensive cosmic-ray air showers and

the RREA model,
58

it will be difficult to account for the very

large radio emission of the narrow bipolar pulses when the

avalanche multiplication is limited to 105.

On the other hand, the fluence of runaway electrons from

relativistic feedback �Fig. 13� is very large and has an inter-

esting value. Dwyer and Smith
29

estimated that the total

number of runaway electrons at the source of TGFs must be

between 1016 and 1017, depending upon the altitude of the

source. In order to get 1017 runaway electrons, for most of

the range plotted in Fig. 13, the avalanche region must have

an area of about 104 m2, which is only about 100 m across.

Such a high field region is reasonable for thunderstorms,

which can measure many kilometers across. Furthermore, a

discharge time of 17–134 �s, as seen in Fig. 9, corresponds

FIG. 14. �Color� Maximum possible runaway electron avalanche multipli-

cation factor exp��� vs electric field strength for air �black� for the cases

R=L /2, R=2L, and R≫L. For comparison, the maximum possible runaway

electron avalanche multiplication factor for hydrogen-helium with R≫L is

also presented �red�. The vertical dashed lines show the value of the run-

away avalanche threshold, Eth. The vertical dotted lines show the conven-

tional breakdown thresholds.
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to a discharge time of approximately 0.1–1 ms, at 15 km.

This rise time in the number of runaway electrons is consis-

tent with the rise times often seen in TGFs.

B. The Jovian atmospheres

In terms of the number of avalanche lengths needed for

feedback to become important, in many cases more e-folding

lengths are required for the Jovian atmospheres than for air

�see Fig. 14�. This is mainly due to the Z2 dependence of the

bremsstrahlung cross section, thus requiring more runaway

electrons in low-Z atmospheres in order to emit the same

number of x rays. On the other hand, the avalanche lengths

for the Jovian atmospheres are generally shorter than for

air,
38

so the length scales needed for feedback are shorter for

hydrogen-helium at the same electric field magnitudes �see

Fig. 3�.
Because thunderstorms in the Jovian planets are thought

to occur deep in the atmospheres, e.g., p�2 bar for Jupiter

and p�10 bar for Saturn, extensive air showers will be well

past the shower maximum at these pressures and so the num-

ber of energetic particles injected into the avalanche regions

will be much smaller than for Earth. As a result, if runaway

electrons do play a role in thunderstorm and lightning pro-

cesses in the Jovian atmospheres, they may require the rela-

tivistic feedback mechanism.

The conventional breakdown field for the Jovian atmo-

spheres has been estimated to be about 1500 kV/m for a

clear atmosphere and about a factor of 3 lower when hy-

drometeors are present.
32

For example, based upon estimates

of the ionization rate in hydrogen compared with nitrogen,

Yair et al.
59

argued that the breakdown field for molecular

hydrogen should be 2.3 times lower than for nitrogen.
59

They

then lowered the breakdown field by a factor of 3 to include

effects from hydrometeors, concluding that the breakdown

field is about 1000 kV/m at 2 bar in Jupiter’s atmosphere.

This corresponds to a breakdown field of about 400 kV/m at

n=2.69�1025 m−3, which is a factor of 10 larger than the

runaway avalanche threshold field and well within the range

of electric fields under consideration here. It should be noted,

however, that it is largely speculation that the presence of

hydrometeors will lower the breakdown field, resulting in a

hot leader channel �i.e., lightning�, and not simply discharge

the electric field due to increased coronal emission.

C. A new gas breakdown mechanism

The above calculations showed that the effects of feed-

back as reported by Dwyer
34,37

can increase the flux of run-

away electrons and the accompanying x-ray emission by fac-

tors of trillions, resulting in large charge motion, an increase

in the conductivity, and ultimately, the collapse of the ambi-

ent electric field under conditions for which ordinary run-

away breakdown has a completely negligible effect. Because

of the dramatic differences in the discharge properties and

the difference in the key mechanism involved, it is proposed

that the feedback mechanism constitutes a unique and sepa-

rate discharge mechanism from runaway electron avalanches

alone. The situation is similar to the difference between a

low-energy electron avalanche in a gas and the Townsend

breakdown, which proceeds via a feedback mechanism in-

volving low-energy ions and UV photons. In a gas, when the

number of electrons moving in an electric field, created by

ionization, grows with time this process is called “avalanche

multiplication.” This is the principle behind gas proportional

counters.
60

Electron avalanches are not considered a break-

down phenomenon because they are driven by external

sources of seed electrons. The RREA model is the high-

energy analog of low-energy avalanches. For example, no

one would say a gas proportional counter, operating normally

in the proportional regime, is undergoing gas breakdown.

Indeed, the RREA model also is operating in the proportional

regime, since the ionization generated is proportional to the

number of energetic seed particles provided by the external

source.

For a conventional discharge, when the voltage is in-

creased a new phenomenon occurs: Optical �UV� and ion

feedback make the discharge become self-sustaining and

there is an abrupt transition to a new state called a

“Townsend breakdown.”
49,61

The Townsend breakdown is

self-sustaining, the first key requirement for a discharge to be

considered a gas breakdown.
61

The Townsend breakdown

also results in the collapse of the electric field, the second

criteria for breakdown, and in effect sets a limit on the elec-

tric field for a given gas and geometry, just as with relativ-

istic feedback. As with the Townsend breakdown, the dis-

charge produced by relativistic feedback becomes self-

sustaining and rapidly collapses the electric field once the

feedback factor, �, is greater than 1. Therefore, it is a true

gas breakdown and is an independent mechanism from nor-

mal runaway electron avalanches �RREA model�, just as the

Townsend breakdown is considered an independent mecha-

nism from ordinary electrons avalanche multiplication. Fi-

nally, even though the principal difference between relativis-

tic feedback and the RREA model is the addition of the

backward propagating photons and positrons, the effect of

adding these two new components is profound, resulting in a

completely different behavior of the discharge. In a similar

way, the addition of one new component to Wilson’s original

runaway electron model,
62

namely, secondary electron pro-

duction from Møller scattering, had profound effects result-

ing in the familiar RREA model, which is distinct from Wil-

son’s original model.

The RREA model is often and erroneously referred to as

“runaway breakdown.” However, by several criteria, the so-

called runaway breakdown is not a true gas breakdown. Fol-

lowing the standard definitions of a gas breakdown from

classical discharge physics, a breakdown should represent a

new internal state of the system and should not be driven by

external influences. For the RREA model, if the external sup-

ply of energetic seed electrons is cut off then the runaway

avalanches will abruptly stop. Second, the breakdown should

act to collapse the electric field unless large external currents

are applied. The RREA model under most circumstances

simply increases the conductivity of the gas medium but

does not necessary lead to the collapse of the electric field.

Because the term runaway breakdown, even though a

misnomer, is already strongly tied to the RREA model, it is

proposed that relativistic feedback, when in the ��1 regime,
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be referred to as relativistic breakdown, since the mechanism

involves particles moving at or near the speed of light. Al-

ternatively, the term “high-energy” could be adopted. How-

ever, the term high energy is already used in the field of

discharge physics to describe high-energy content phenom-

ena such as electrical arcs.

D. Development of a plasma

Two of the basic requirements for an ionized gas to be

considered to be a plasma are that the Debye length, �D

= ��okTe /nee
2�1/2, be much smaller than the size of the sys-

tem, and that many free electrons are contained within the

Debye volume,
61

4��D
3 /3. Using the flux of runaway elec-

trons shown in Fig. 11 along with Eq. �29� gives a peak

low-energy electron density of �1014 m−3 for relativistic

feedback over most of the electric field strengths considered.

Using a typical electron temperature of a few eV for elec-

trons drifting in an electric field gives �D�10−3 m, so

clearly these conditions for the ionized gas to be considered

a plasma are easily satisfied. On the other hand, for the same

number of avalanche lengths, the RREA model produces a

runaway electron flux less than 108 m−2 s, which leads to an

electron density of only 104 m−3. This gives a Debye length

of 100 m, and so the condition that the size of the system is

much larger than the Debye length is not satisfied in this

case. Therefore, unlike relativistic feedback, the ionized gas

resulting from the RREA model alone will not produce a

plasma.

E. Relativistic breakdown in the laboratory

Finally, while this paper was presented with atmospheric

processes in mind, applications of relativistic feedback and

relativistic breakdown to astrophysical and laboratory situa-

tions should be kept in mind. For the electrostatic case, the

primary obstacle to laboratory experiments on relativistic

breakdown is the large electrostatic potential needed. For

example, for hydrogen-helium, at fields just below the con-

ventional breakdown field, this potential is about 40 MV �see

Fig. 6�. Such a potential difference should be possible in the

laboratory. For example, the Brookhaven National Labora-

tory Tandem Accelerator currently has two electrostatic gen-

erators that operate at voltages up to ±15 MV, allowing for

the total potential difference of 30 MV. Relativistic feedback

and relativistic breakdown should occur in most gases—

although the effects in higher-Z gases require further study—

and so highly electronegative gases could also be used. In

addition, it is possible to reduce the required potential by

optimizing the geometry. For example, a geometry with two

or more connected avalanche regions with opposite electric

field vectors would allow x rays from one avalanche region

to directly produce, with no need to backscatter, secondary

avalanches in the opposite region, and vice versa. Positrons

in one region could also be produced by x rays from the

other region. Such positrons would run away with a signifi-

cantly higher efficiency, since they would be created with

velocities in the correct direction to run away and would not

need to turn around. Such feedback might be descriptively

called “cross-fire feedback.” In fact, balloon soundings in

thunderstorms show that such electric field configurations do

occasionally exist inside thunderstorms.
31

For such configu-

rations the Umax curve in Fig. 6 is reduced for a given col-

umn depth of each avalanche region and the required poten-

tial difference is therefore reduced. In the laboratory, one

might imagine a high pressure gas to reduce the physical

dimensions required with perhaps a cylindrical or spherical

cross-fire geometry, e.g., with electric field vectors pointed

radially outward. Alternatively, a transient electric field may

also generate relativistic breakdown if the high field lasts

longer than the feedback time. For high pressures, the feed-

back time may be reduced to a fraction of a microsecond. If

a system to generate relativistic breakdown in the laboratory

could be realized, then the fluxes of high-energy electrons

and x rays produced would be mainly limited by the amount

of current that could be supplied to maintain the electric

field, and so these fluxes could in principle be extremely

large. Such experiments would be very interesting, since they

would explore a fundamentally new breakdown mechanism,

common to many gases, that has never before been studied.

F. Summary

In this paper, a detailed study of the new gas breakdown

mechanism introduced by Dwyer
34

has been carried out. It

has been found that this mechanism can produce dramatic

��1013� increases in the flux of runaway electrons over the

standard relativistic runaway electron avalanche model
33

and

sets a limit on the static electric field that can be maintained

in gaseous media. Because this mechanism is a true electrical

breakdown involving relativistic runaway electrons that is

distinct from the RREA model, the name “relativistic break-

down” is proposed for this new mechanism. Relativistic

breakdown may play a role in terrestrial gamma-ray flashes

and may be important for understanding thunderstorm and

lightning processes on Earth as well as on the Jovian planets.
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